
Founded in 1991, Formic offers the leading multi-channel inbound scanning and

information capture systems on the market today. Our scaleable software suite, with

world-class handwriting recognition intelligence, enables organisations to capture

information from paper, electronic or mobile forms, then process and export it effortlessly

into their back-office systems. 

Enjoying an enviable reputation as the industry’s foremost experts, Formic has the

experience, technical skills and know-how to deliver effective data solutions for any size

of business across all sectors.
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With over 600 customers in the UK and more than
1500 installations, Formic has a strong presence in:

Central and local government and education

– including over 40 local authorities 

Bright Masih 020 7801 4019

egovernment.team@formic.co.uk

education.team@formic.co.uk

Health service

– multiple solutions in all 28 of the new SHA’s

Neil Thackray 020 7801 4022

Tony Bryan 020 7801 4024

health.team@formic.co.uk

Emergency services and the armed forces

– including the British Army and 75% of UK police forces and ambulance services

Tony Bryan 020 7801 4024

emergency.services@formic.co.uk

Corporate sector and financial services

– including Coca-Cola, British Gas, Gillette and Lloyds TSB

Anna Muskett 020 7801 4023

financial.services@formic.co.uk

corporate.team@formic.co.uk

Everyday, Formic solutions are processing
millions of critical business forms.

In association with
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welcome to the third issue of our Formic newsletter
informed

Seasons greetings to all
our customers from the
Formic team

Best Wishes for a Merry Christmas 

and a prosperous New Year

Formic partner with Father Christmas on massive data capture project!!



Communicating with our customers
Welcome to the third issue of our Formic newsletter crammed full of information on NEW developments that we are pleased to be able to share

with you. First of all Formic are introducing a NEW portfolio of enterprise level solutions that now mean we can meet your data management

requirements be they departmental or many thousand seat organisation-wide. The scope of our joint solution portfolio with Xerox is also expanding

to include not only Formic software and Xerox Document Centres but NEW data and document management products such as DocuShare, Kofax

and FlowPort. In addition we have a NEW range of case studies available in both printed and electronic format which show how many organisations

benefit from document and data capture. Last but not least you can learn more about our NEW one-day training course – Formic Capture and

Process and our special seasonal training offer. Your feedback on the newsletter is important to us, please send your comments to

marketing@formic.co.uk. 

in tune

in the news
Making a case with our customers
We are pleased to announce that a new series of customer case studies

are available produced using the new Formic branding. The case studies

show how organisations are benefiting from automating their business

processes with Formic’s document and data capture software.

Customers profiled cover key sectors including health, local

government, emergency services and corporate. You can view the case

studies on our website at www.formic.com. If you would prefer to receive

hard copies please send an e-mail to marketing@formic.co.uk and

specify which case studies you would like to receive as well as your

contact details.

response
“Many types of pests, rodents for example,
require up to three visits by our technicians.
The technicians therefore need to be able to
quickly access information about previous
visits so they can arrange follow-up
appointments without delay. Previously, this
process was taking far too long, now with the
Formic-Xerox solution the information is
available instantly, so we can provide a more
responsive and pro-active service.”

Trevor Court, Customer Services Manager, Manchester City Council.

customer case study 

Manchester City
Council

timely
“We provide a time critical service. For
each incident we respond to we have to
complete a Patient Report Form. Each day
we generate on average 2,000 such forms.
The ability for us to rapidly consolidate and
analyse this information is key. Utilising the
Formic solution we can now capture and
process this data in a timely manner. We
are now able to monitor the performance
levels of our paramedics, identify areas for
skills development and provide an overall
improvement in our service.”

Brian McNeill, Head of Training and Quality Assurance, Northern

Ireland Ambulance Service.

customer case study 

Northern Ireland
Ambulance Service

robust
“Once configured, the Formic software has
proven to be extremely robust.”

Colin Morris, IS Director, Lex Defence White Fleet.

customer case study  

Lex Defence

service
“With Formic solutions we can now gather
data that previously wasn’t economical to
collect. This in turn means we can offer
additional services to our customers
without additional overheads.”

Giles King, IT Manager, NICEIC (National Inspection Council for

Electrical Installation Contracting).

customer case study  

National Inspection
Council for Electrical
Installation Contracting

evolved
“Formic has provided a simple and reliable
solution to data processing. The modular
and scaleable nature of the Formic software
means that we can build on our system
incrementally as and when our
requirements grow. This in turn has allowed
us to expand and evolve the range of
tailored services we can offer across the
business and to external clients.”

Ian Moss, Technical Support Manager, 

Quality Assurance, British Gas Services.

customer case study  

British Gas Services

experience
“Having used Formic solutions for many
years we have been able to experience the
benefits of their data capture technology first
hand. We have always appreciated their
provision of very helpful customer service
and support.”

Janet Gates, Clinical Audit Manager, Epsom and St Helier NHS Trust.

customer case study 

Epsom & St Helier
NHS Trust

knowledge
“Formic solutions have enabled us to apply
a local model of identifying, assessing and
capturing data regarding the real health
needs of families across the district to
influence overall service provision.”

Fiona Jorden, Public Health Nurse Specialist and “Family Health

Needs Assessment Tool” Coordinator, Huddersfield Central and

South Huddersfield PCT’s.

customer case study

Calderdale and
Huddersfield NHS Trust

confidence
“Our clinical support departments can
concentrate on the analysis of the data and
the subsequent presentation of the
evidence, confident that the knowledge has
been accurately captured in the minimum
time frame. Error reduction wins!”

Stephen Collins, Formic Corporate Services Manager, Calderdale

and Huddersfield NHS Trust.

customer case study

Calderdale and
Huddersfield NHS Trust

effective
“We required a data capture and processing
solution that not only offered simple and
practical forms design but that reduced the
amount of time manually keying in
information. It was essential that the
solution would increase data accuracy as
well as the effectiveness and efficiency of
our operations.”

Ryan McPherson, Research Officer, Grampian Police.

customer case study 

Grampian Police

The online advantage – Formic’s e-form module

Every organisation faces the challenge of interacting with its audiences via an increasing array of channels. Practically, this often

means extending your existing paper business processes first to the web then to mobile devices and ultimately to voice activated

forms. With the addition of the e-form option to your current Formic solution, you can easily create an electronic version of any

Formic document ready to be published and accessed as a web page on an intranet or the Internet. Since e-forms can

incorporate business processing rules, all inbound information is of a uniform quality across paper and electronic channels

and ready to be exported in XML or other standard formats for maximum operational value. 

Find out more about how you can extend your business processes to the web with our e-form option by requesting a copy

of our new Formic e-form module datasheet. You can view the new e-form datasheet on our website at www.formic.com.

If you would like to receive a hard copy please send an e-mail to marketing@formic.co.uk with your contact details.



Automating inbound information
capture in the office
How does an organisation automate the process of

transforming information held on paper documents

into digital format to populate its systems?

The typical large office 
A typical large office environment (fig 1) has a complex mix of

Enterprise Applications (EA), for example, a customer

relationship management (CRM) system, which is designed to

share knowledge, define business process, measure results and

store information. It is important to note however that three-

quarters of inbound information, comprises of a mixture of paper

based structured forms and unstructured documents i.e.

invoices.

There are a

variety of

solutions in

the market

that turn

paper into simple digital images. These solutions however, are

seldom able to extract any data from the many different types of

documents an organisation produces.

An electronic document and data capture solution (EDC) is often

the missing link between the paper based information an

organisation depends upon and its knowledge hungry systems.

EDC systems almost always provide dramatic direct costs

savings and have far-reaching organisational efficiency benefits.

For EDC to be successful, several challenges have to be

overcome, namely

1. All images must be:
• routed and collated according to their content.

• cleaned, de-skewed, pre-processed to a uniform standard

• sorted according to type and then according to business
process

2. Data capture must conform to preset business rules and
retrieve vital information accurately.

3. Both Images and key data must be indexed and linked
permanently for storage.

In summary, many business applications then depend on this
newly automated information flow.

The automated office 
Scanners, faxes and Multi-functional Devices (MFD), combined

with software from Xerox, Formic and Kofax provide the

architecture for a complete solution (fig2). This enables paper-

based data to be converted into a digital format and then

integrated with enterprise applications and back-end systems

such as CRM, CMS and workflow.

For example, FlowPort can be used to route inbound documents

to messaging systems, document management systems, remote

printers and Internet fax devices. Kofax Ricochet in conjunction

with Kofax Ascent Capture enables both decentralised and

centralised document capture for use within other environments.

Structured business process documents can be automated by

Formic data capture technologies where printed or handwritten

information is read and validated against the client’s own

business rules. Images are indexed automatically either

according to the client case rules or with the data they contain

and made available via storage solutions to other systems. 

The overriding benefits of the solution are the dramatic cost

savings available by minimising manual contact with inbound

paper based information, process speed gains by having it

available within minutes rather than days and automatic

validation of data as it populates a client’s system according to

their own business rules. 

Formic offer best of breed solutions to meet your complete

automated office requirements. These solutions include software

from Formic, Xerox and Kofax as well as hardware such as

scanners and storage devices. For more information please

contact your sector specific Formic representative on 

020 7801 4022 or send an e-mail to sales@formic.co.uk.

in focus
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Formic are pleased to announce the
introduction of a new portfolio of
document and data capture solutions,
Formic TIS. This family of enterprise
class solutions compliments our
existing Formic r4 data capture and
process mid-market offering and now
means that we can meet your data
management requirements from a
specific department to organisation-
wide.

Information enters your enterprise from a multitude of sources.

Capturing, validating, processing and delivering this content to the

right application requires a unified solution that can be applied to

any information source; paper forms, e-forms, wireless mobile data

collection, faxes, files, microfiche and more. This information drives

your business processes. Introducing Formic TIS, the Unified

Content Platform. Regardless of the source, Formic TIS extracts,

validates, processes and delivers critical data and content to your

ERP, CRM, database, workflow, document and content

management systems. Formic TIS enables organisations to manage

and integrate incoming information, improving business processes

in order to profitably deliver products and services to your

customers.

Formic TIS Enterprise Class
Family of Solutions 

The Formic TIS Unified Content

Platform is a family of solutions that

utilise a single, common infrastructure

and capture and deliver your data, from multiple sources to your

enterprise applications. Formic TIS is completely scaleable and the

platform can be utilised for multiple applications which manage

structured formats such as bank application forms or surveys,

semi-structured formats such as supplier invoices or purchase

orders and mobile data.

Structured Data Modules
(Integra) plug into the platform and

can manage data from any type of

structured, defined form e.g. driver's

license applications, tax forms, multiple choice examinations,

insurance claims, regardless of the format. Its unique "virtual

engine" and voting algorithm combine multiple engines to maximise

data accuracy. Integra packages the best of optical character

recognition (OCR), intelligent character recognition (ICR), optical

mark recognition (OMR), barcode identification and more into a

single, powerful solution. 

Semi-Structured Data Modules (Freedom)
automatically understand and

identify the critical data in

documents such as invoices,

purchase orders or shipping forms.

There is no need to predefine the

structure or to build templates as its unique voting algorithm does

that for you. Freedom can also identify and capture data from tables

of information on the page such as detail line items on an invoice

that provide critical information to reconcile orders, goods received

and payment. Freedom turns the labour-intensive and expensive

task of manually keying data from semi-structured forms into a fast,

accurate process. 

Mobili enables organisations to

provide field employees with 2-way

wireless communication to transmit and

receive transactions and other

information anytime, anywhere. Mobili

does not depend on a continuous uninterrupted wireless link, so

in focus 

Introducing Formic’s new



field personnel can access information, price lists or service orders

for example, and transmit data such as sales orders or service logs.

Unique application connecting agents provide tight

integration to back-end enterprise systems. Formic TIS can deliver

data to enterprise applications or information systems such as

Siebel, Oracle RDBMS, IBM DB2 and Microsoft SQL systems, as well

as any ODBC-compliant database. Formic TIS uses the XML standard

to transfer data among applications. 

Benefits to your enterprise

With Formic TIS you can efficiently integrate data capture and content

delivery from multiple sources on one platform using one set of

business rules. Formic TIS removes the data capture bottlenecks and

delivers content to your enterprise systems that drive your business

processes. By integrating Formic TIS with your business content

strategy, your enterprise will gain competitive advantage and you will

benefit from:

• Improved service and responsiveness to customers and partners

• Reduced costs associated with paper-based information and

manual data entry

• Reduced costs associated with delivering content to

enterprise applications

• Enhanced ability to share information among employees,

customers and partners 

• Empowering your field staff with 2-way wireless

communication

• Leveraging your investment in your enterprise applications through

seamless delivery of data to these systems with Formic TIS's

unique connecting agents. 

Industry solutions across the board

The Formic TIS Unified Content Platform is flexible and scaleable and

can be tailored to meet the requirements of any enterprise regardless

of the industry. Current customers cover a broad range of industries

from banking and healthcare to government and transport. 

For more information on the Formic TIS Unified Content Platform

please contact Neil Thackray on 020 7801 4022 or send an e-mail

to sales@formic.co.uk. 

enterprise solutions



Join us at the National
Institute for Clinical
Excellence
Annual Conference & Exhibition, 
ICC Birmingham, 4-5 December 2002

Join us on Stand 8 at Clinical Excellence
where we will exhibit a Formic-enabled
Document Centre. This event that has fast
earned a reputation as the largest NHS
Conference, brings together managers and
professionals alike from across the entire
NHS and healthcare spectrum to share
experiences and learn from examples of Best
Practice. This year’s conference will provide a
greater emphasis on the front-line work,
focusing on those delivering at both national
and local levels. For more information on this
event please send an e-mail to
marketing@formic.co.uk.

in partnership
Taking it to the eXtreme
Formic took an active role at the recent series of Xerox eXtreme

internal and customer events which featured live demos and displays

of their latest office solutions. The

many visitors to the Formic stand

were able to see firsthand our

solutions in action. We designed the event feedback forms using

Formic software and completed questionnaires were scanned in on-

site on a Formic-enabled Xerox Document Centre. Handwritten data

was then automatically captured and processed by Formic software

and the results provided to Xerox marketing.

in partnership
Effective route to e-Government 
Improving the quality of service provided to the community is an integral part of the Prime Ministers vision for e-government. Targets from

Westminster and public expectations are driving local councils to e-enable their systems. By 2005 all local council services, supporting

documents and forms must be on-line. To be truly effective and to provide realistic one-stop access to all services, e-government solutions

must be implemented across the full range of council systems.

Given the reliance on paper forms and the need to better manage the data from them, electronic data capture and e-enablement are

fundamental requirements in delivering effective e-government. Formic, together with Xerox, can provide a cross-departmental e-

enablement system designed to turn large volumes of paper documents into

usable electronic data. We can help transform your local authority e-government

ambitions in to a reality and place you in the best possible position to meet the

required 2005 targets.

In order to eliminate the stress and expense of a one-time solution, we have

devised a three-phase implementation plan that includes Formic data capture

software, Xerox Document Centres, consultancy and further infrastructure as the

solution grows. Starting with the e-enablement capsule package that is quick to

implement, scaleable and fits both enterprise and departmental data capture

needs, the solution can be expanded throughout the council and used in

conjunction with many EDM and Workflow systems. To ensure best results,

Formic and Xerox solution specialists will work with the council to tailor and test

a system that meets its specific requirements. 

For more information on the joint Formic and Xerox e-enablement system please

contact Bright Masih, Head of Local Government solution sales on 07733 321273

or send an e-mail to egovernment.team@formic.co.uk



“I found Beth’s (the instructor’s) enthusiasm and

commitment for the product both refreshing and inspiring.”

Gordon Cook

Research, Evaluation & Consultation Assistant

Gloucestershire Constabulary

As a direct result of customer feedback from the Formic Data

Capture User (FDCU) training course, we have created a new one-day

course – “Formic Capture and Process.” The programme is aimed at

operators who are responsible for scanning and processing forms

using the Formic r4 system. The skills acquired will enable

participants to understand the fundamentals of data capture and to

use the Formic r4 Capture and Process module with ease and

confidence. Attendees will gain first hand experience through

scanning a range of Formic r4 designed forms where they will be

faced with ‘real life’ data capture situations.

What you will learn?

• How the three Formic r4 modules work with each other

• What is meant by the term Data Capture

• The workflow process of Formic r4

• How to login to the Capture and Process module

• How to navigate the Capture and Process window

• How to run all standard jobs

• How to use the Job Editor

• How to check on the status of project data

• How to delete data

Course content

• Capture and Process Basics: What modules make up Formic r4. A

brief introduction to what is meant by the term ‘Data Capture’. The

operator’s role in the Formic r4 environment. Accessing the

module. Navigating the window and customising the view.

• Jobs: How to check the status of the scanner. The role of jobs and

how to check the status of each job, changing settings if required.

• Capturing Data: The use of jobs to scan, capture and process data.

The order in which jobs are to be processed. How to verify

respondent’s data.

• Database Utilities: Check on a project’s status to ensure that data

capture is complete. Delete data from project database.

Suggested follow-up courses

Formic Data Capture User (FDCU)

Free form design seasonal offer
top up your Formic training!

If you register and book one place for the Formic Data Capture Users

(FDCU) training course before the end of 2002 you will be eligible for

a COMPLIMENTARY SECOND BOOKING voucher OR a voucher for the

FREE DESIGN of ONE FORM by our Professional Services team using

the Formic r4 Design Software*. The two-day FDCU training

programme provides an introduction to the Formic r4 software suite

with specific modules on form design, data capture, validation and

exporting.

Don’t miss out register now

To benefit from this special offer please send a purchase order

confirming your booking of a FDCU training course by the 24th

December 2002. Your choice of voucher will be issued on payment of

invoice and must be redeemed by 30th June 2003.

* If you select the free design voucher you can submit a request for the design

of either a double-sided A4 or single-sided A3 form. Formic standard terms

and conditions apply.

To find out more about Formic’s training programmes, to register

for a course or take advantage of our special seasonal offer then

please contact our training department on 020 7801 4030 or send

an e-mail to training@formic.co.uk. You can also visit our web site

at www.formic.com.

in fact

New Training Course – Formic Capture and Process


